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National School Transportation Association releases
NSTA: You Never Travel Alone - ’19 Fall Tech Showcase

LANSDALE, PA – The National School Transportation Association (NSTA) is pleased to announce the release of its brand new NSTA: You Never Travel Alone – ’19 Fall Tech Showcase video highlight reel.

The one-minute long video segment contains clips from the 2019 NSTA Fall Technology Showcase, hosted on October 23, 2019, at the steps of Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C. This promotional film promotes school bus safety, the STOP for School Buses Act of 2019 (S. 1254/H.R. 2218) (STOP Act), as well the 2019 National School Bus Safety Week. Speakers include NSTA President John Benish, Jr. (Cook-Illinois Corp.) and STOP Act co-sponsors Congresswomen Jackie Walorski (IN-2) and Julia Brownley (CA-26).

“I was honored to take part in the October 23, 2019, Technology Showcase, and pleased that we were able to take live footage from the event and memorialize our efforts through this highlight reel,” commented NSTA President, John Benish, Jr. (Cook-Illinois Corp.). “School bus contractors are an integral part of the educational experience for children, and we take pride in ensuring children arrive to-and-from school safely. Our efforts on the STOP Act demonstrate our commitment to ensuring that the yellow bus remains the safest form of student transportation.”

NSTA encourages member and non-members use their social media and media channels to actively promote video, which provides awareness to the importance school bus safety and encourages membership in NSTA. As most members can attest to – membership with NSTA means, you never travel alone.

“We continue to make significant in-roads toward enactment of the STOP Act, and this video highlights a portion of the progress that we’ve made,” stated NSTA Executive Director, Curt Macysyn. “We hosted a great event in conjunction with our trusted partner, Safe Fleet/Seon, and brought attention to the folks on Capitol Hill of the technological advances in the area of school bus safety. We look forward to continuing the positive momentum and encourage school bus contractors around the country to join us in the effort.”

NSTA and Safe Fleet/Seon collaborated to host the 2019 School Transportation Technology Showcase alongside the STOP Act’s original co-sponsors, Congresswomen Jackie Walorski (IN-2), and Julia Brownley (CA-26), as well as Senators Todd Young (IN) and Gary Peters (MI). The STOP Act currently maintains 56 sponsors in the House of Representatives, and 13 sponsors in the U.S. Senate.

About NSTA: The National School Transportation Association has been the voice of private school bus contractors, manufacturers and suppliers for over 50 years. The association provides school transportation professionals with the tools and resources they need to make school buses safe, affordable, and efficient nationwide.